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Abstract
Various home appliances and personal appliances are
expected to be connected to the Internet in the near future,
and the number of such appliances will become extremely
large. The Internet will provide connectivity between nodes
running various services and applications, in order to pro-
vide new advanced functionality. However, the conventional
IP protocol is not expected to be sufﬁcient for connecting
these appliances and services, because these future appli-
ances are likely to require their own standardized proto-
cols such as Jini and HAVi. Thus, connectivity cannot be
achieved without protocol translation. Also, these appli-
ances may require their own naming scheme, routing al-
gorithm, and mobility/multicast supports. Therefore, it is
preferable for these functionalities to be customized accord-
ing to their respective applications. Since adding new func-
tionalities to the IP protocol is too generic for most applica-
tions, we believe that future networks should be customized
according to the characteristics of the respective applica-
tions.
In this paper, we propose a virtual overlay network for
integrating networked home appliances. Virtual overlay
networks enable new application-speciﬁc networks to be
built on existing networks. The proposed virtual overlay
network is designed to access a variety of appliances on
home networks from personal or home appliances on other
home networks. The paper describes the motivation of our
work, and the design and the current status of the proposed
virtual overlay network.
We think that the approach proposed in the paper will
also be useful for building virtual overlay networks for
other applications such as continuous media streaming or
peer-to-peer storage systems.
1 Introduction
Various home appliances such as TVs and VCRs are con-
nected to home networks, and all of the home networks can
be integrated by the Internet to exchange various informa-
tion or to control appliances from other appliances. The
future Internet will be able to connect an extremely large
number of appliances, and so these appliances should be in-
tegrated as one appliance from the viewpoint of the user.
This kind of integration is likely to be very important in the
near future since an extremely large number of appliances
are expected to connected to the Internet.
A computing environment where a variety of appliances
are connected with one another, is called an ubiquitous com-
puting environment [31]. The traditional idea of an ubiqui-
tous computing environment is somewhat limited in scale
when compared to the Internet, however, and so it is neces-
sary to consider some additional issues when trying to de-
sign Internet-scale ubiquitous computing environments[21].
In this paper, we discuss the issues that arise when consid-
ering such environments.
A variety of networks and protocols have been proposed
for respective application domains. For example, vari-
ous protocols such as Jini[30] and UPnP(Universal Plug
and Play)[28] have been proposed for connecting various
appliances without their conﬁguration before using them.
HAVi[12, 17] has been proposed for connecting various au-
dio and video home appliances. On the other hand, var-
ious network systems such as ATM(Asynchronous Trans-
fer Mode) networks, IEEE 1394[13], Bluetooth[18], and
VIA[7] have been developed to connect a variety of appli-
ances. Also, in the research community, PEN[16, 8], net-
worked surface[25], and CLAN[23] have been proposed for
connecting future advanced appliances.
However, various useful characteristics of these under-
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lying protocols and networks are hidden from applications
if an IP layer is inserted on the networks. For example,
the plug and play functionality provided by Bluetooth and
the network bandwidth reservation functionality provided
by ATM are not usually available on the top of the IP
layer1. Also, some appliances do not support the IP layer
for connecting to other appliances and services. Moreover,
each appliance may assume different control protocols and
data formats to communicate each other. Therefore, a new
approach is needed to realize network supports for future
home appliances.
In this paper, we propose a virtual overlay network for
integrating networked home appliances. The concept of vir-
tual overlay networks is not new. It has been used in the past
to solve various problems on the Internet. However, there
has been no previous work on applying virtual overlay net-
works to the integration of networked home appliances. Our
approach is designed to fully exploit the concept of virtual
overlay networks. In addition, the aim of our research is
to build customized virtual overlay networks for establish-
ing Internet-scale ubiquitous computing environments in a
systematic way.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we explain what a virtual overlay network is, and
how virtual overlay networks solve problems to which the
current Internet is subject. Section 3 presents the design and
implementation of a virtual overlay network for integrating
home appliances. In Section 4, we discuss an application
in which environment information is used. In Section 5, we
describe related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper.
2 Virtual Overlay Networks
As mentioned in the previous section, an extremely large
number of appliances are expected to be connected to the
Internet. A mobile appliance may move with the person
carrying it. Also, some information may be delivered to a
large number of appliances simultaneously. For solving the
issues respecting the Internet, various protocols such as Mo-
bile IP[22] and IP Multicast[24] have been proposed. How-
ever, these protocols are not widely available now although
they were ﬁrst proposed a long time ago[26]. We believe
that these functionalities such as mobility and multicast sup-
port should be tailored to respective application domains,
and not be employed to provide generic supports that can
be used for most applications. Similarly, other protocols
such as DHCP, NAT and IPv6 will partially solve the prob-
lems previously mentioned, but we believe that the prob-
lems should be solved on the top of the IP layer, and not by
offering generic solutions by extending the IP protocol.
An overlay network can be deﬁned as a conﬁguration
within which a base network is used to support some up-
per level networks, and it provides a sufﬁcient set of base
properties for realizing virtual overlay networks. A virtual
overlay network extends the base properties of overlay net-
works by adding a software layer to provide new abstract
properties. The implementation of the properties on be-
half of the user is customized for respective applications.
The idea seems to be similar to that of active networks[27].
Active networks enable customization of existing networks
1There are several proposals to extend the IP protocol to support QOS
guarantee, but the abstraction provided by the proposals does not offer the
full power of the ATM’s bandwidth reservation capability.
Application
Level
Gateway
INTERNET
IP or Native Net
Figure 1. Virtual Overlay Network
so that application-speciﬁc codes can be injected without
modifying existing properties provided by networks. On
the other hand, virtual overlay networks add new abstract
properties that are suitable for respective applications, and
do not extend existing networks. We believe that virtual
overlay networks are more practical because they do not re-
quire modiﬁcation of existing network infrastructures, and
they are easily customized for respective applications.
In this paper, we deﬁne a virtual overlay network as a
network that is built on existing networks such as the In-
ternet as shown in Figure 1. In virtual overlay networks,
a lot of application-level gateways are installed in the net-
work, and they are connected by some network protocols
such as the IP protocol. The role of the application-level
gateway is to route messages to destinations. Also, mes-
sages and protocols may be translated according to vari-
ous requirements offered by environments and users. The
application-level gateways are considered as routers of vir-
tual overlay networks. They are usually connected by the
Internet, but underlying datalink networks can be directly
used if the communication between application-level gate-
ways requires satisfaction of special QOS requirements.
Virtual overlay networks will solve a wide range of prob-
lems to which the current Internet is subject. For exam-
ple, application-speciﬁc naming can be adopted for rout-
ing messages although the existing Internet has adopted
FQDN(Fully Qualiﬁed Domain Name) and the IP address.
Also, connections among application-level gateways are tai-
lored according to respective QOS requirements between
the gateways by using native networks directly or by choos-
ing the conﬁguration of application-level gateways care-
fully. On the other hand, it is very difﬁcult to realize end-
to-end QOS guarantee in the Internet. By choosing the
functionalities of application-level gateways, virtual over-
lay networks can be customized for respective applications.
In view of our experience in building mobility supports[20],
we think that solutions for realizing high level functionali-
ties should be customized for respective applications.
As mentioned in Section 1, the concept of virtual overlay
networks is not new. There are some proposals concerning
the building of virtual overlay networks for several appli-
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cations. In [14], a virtual overlay network for multicasting
continuous media data such as video and audio has been
proposed. In [15, 6], virtual overlay networks for reliable
multicasting have been proposed. In [5], a virtual over-
lay network for a global event service has been proposed.
In [3], a router partition mechanism that is used to divide
resources for respective virtual overlay networks has been
proposed. The solutions are not generic for satisfying all
requirements of the Internet, but they are sufﬁcient to solve
the problems of respective domains.
In traditional networks, the concept of virtual over-
lay networks has been partially adopted. For example,
MBone[24], a multicast-capable IP network on the cur-
rent Internet, has been built, and 6Bone[11] has been
used to develop an IPv6 network on the current Inter-
net. Moreover, Domain Naming System(DNS)[19] and web
caching systems[32] are also considered to be virtual over-
lay networks, and they have solved various problems in an
application-speciﬁc manner.
The above proposals have greatly increased scalability
by adopting the concept of virtual overlay networks, but
these proposals do not use native underlying data link net-
works directly and protocol and message translation explic-
itly. In our system, we endeavor to fully exploit the concept
of virtual overlay networks.
One of the most important aims of our research is to de-
velop virtual overlay networks customized for each appli-
cation in a systematic way. However, achievement of this
goal is predicated on our gaining a great deal of experience.
Therefore, the present paper, concerns the building of a vir-
tual overlay network for integrating networked home appli-
ances, work undertaken in order to gain experiences. Net-
worked home appliances provide a variety of protocols to
control these appliances. For example, Jini, UPnP, HAVi,
and SOAP are provided to control different home appli-
ances. A client appliance cannot control these home ap-
pliances unless it supports all the protocols. However, the
assumption is unrealistic because supporting multiple pro-
tocols requires large memory footprint. Also, new software
should be added in the client if a new protocol is proposed
for future home appliances.
Virtual overlay networks solve the problem by convert-
ing a protocol supported by a client appliance to the proto-
col supported by a home appliance. The conversion is exe-
cuted by respective application-level gateways according to
the characteristics of appliances and networks. The next
section discusses the effectiveness of virtual overlay net-
works for integrating networked home appliances in detail,
and propose a network architecture for integrating home ap-
pliances in the Internet.
3 Design and Implementation
A key goal motivating the design of our virtual overlay
network is to provide an application-speciﬁc abstraction for
home appliances overlaid on heterogeneous networks such
as IEEE 1394, Bluetooth, and the Internet. In this section,
we describe the design and implementation of our current
prototype virtual overlay network. First, we present design
issues and an overview of our system, and then we show
some components that we have already implemented. The
components show the effectiveness of our approach. Lastly,
we discuss some problems of the current prototype system.
3.1 Design Issues
The end-to-end argument is a system design principle for
the Internet. That is, sophisticated network functions are as-
sumed to be pushed to the edge of the network. However, all
the edges in the current Internet are not sophisticated com-
puting devices, because some of them are designed for only
their own special purposes, for example home appliances,
embedded computers, and PDAs, and thus may not handle
standard protocols in the Internet. Therefore, some enriched
network functions should be supported or enhanced in-
side the network, rather than at such unsophisticated edges,
and provide a seamless perspective for all edges and sub-
networks, even when some of the edges and sub-networks
are not ready for the Internet. Our virtual overlay network
framework supports the following additional functions.
 The virtual overlay network framework is built around
a new naming system. We believe that appliances
should be looked up according to their intentional
information such as functionality and physical loca-
tions, rather than according to attributes such as hard-
coding hostnames to addresses. Indeed, some appli-
ances, which do not support TCP/IP, cannot have any
unique addresses available in the Internet and thus are
required to be encapsulated by and identiﬁed through
other servers, which can directly connect with the ap-
pliances.
 Web-based computing is performed through HTTP
and widely used in the current Internet. HTTP is the
protocol that underlies the World Wide Web, and so
any web browser, by deﬁnition, can communicate us-
ing it. This communication occurs by the browser
using URLs that conform to a predetermined naming
convention. Not only does our virtual overlay network
allow easy access and control of various home appli-
ances from an web-brower, but it also enables appli-
ances to communicate with each other and work in
cooporation.
 Some home appliances may often be managed under
existing service discovery systems for managing de-
vices and services such as Jini and UPnP. These sys-
tems are proposed to facilitate dynamic cooperation
among devices/services with minimal administration
and human intervention. In order to be able to sup-
port the impromptu community, they should provide
the means to announce its presence to the network, to
discover services in the neighborhood, and to access
services. Our virtual overlay network framework of-
fers a uniﬁed perspective for not only appliances but
also for existing service discovery systems for manag-
ing appliances.
 The virtual overlay network framework should make
extensive use of transcoding to perform transforma-
tions on data in the network. This is because some
home appliances often have serious limitations in their
computational resources such as processors, and out-
put and input devices. They may not be able to di-
rectly handle enriched data, which they should receive
from and send to the network, without any assistance
for transcoding that data from external systems.
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3.2 Architecture
The virtual overlay network framework consists of home
appliances/services and application-level gateways, where
some appliances are just application-speciﬁc devices and
thus do not support TCP/IP. Therefore, an application-level
gateway needs to have a protocol translation function from
appliance speciﬁc protocol to HTTP (and vice versa). In our
proposal, each application-level gateway is implemented as
an HTTP-based proxy server. It accepts an HTTP-based
home appliance control protocol, and translates it into an
appliance-speciﬁc protocol. Also, we propose to use the
gateway as an access point from the appliance-speciﬁc pro-
tocol to the Internet. It provides a translation service from
HTTP to the corresponding commands of its target appli-
ances. Also, it exports a generic session interface of various
appliances from/to the Internet.
Also, the application-level gateway should sup-
port application-speciﬁc services, for example naming,
transcoding, and packet forwarding, to various kinds of
appliances. Therefore, we introduce extensibility to our
gateways. An application-level gateway consists of two
layers. The top layer consists of the functionality to satisfy
HTTP requests and various modules that provide the
logic to perform web-based tasks such as authentication,
appliance control, and so on. This modular approach
means that it is possible to install additional modules to
extend the gateway’s functionality. The lower layer uses
our framework for accessing the actual appliance and
supporting services.
Another point we should consider is appliance controller.
The controller sends the HTTP-based appliance control re-
quest to the gateway. We can use a legacy web browser for
the controller, but with some modiﬁcation to the browser,
some new functions can be provided.
3.3 Access to Application-level Gateway
We have implemented several components that show the
effectiveness of our approach. In this section, we describe
the components by using two scenarios. The ﬁrst scenario
is to access a home appliance from a web browser, and the
second example is to connect two home networks that use
different protocols. Although our ﬁnal goal is to offer URL
[4] based interfaces to arbitrary applications and devices,
we cannot currently turn all network appliances into HTTP
servers. Instead, each application-level gateway controls
more than one appliance through their particular networks
by offering a translation service from URL-based expres-
sions to corresponding commands designed for the appli-
ances. Typically, the web-browser accesses remote hosts
identiﬁed in a URI by submitting a query request using
the standard HTTP GET mechanism, and receives the re-
sponse from the URI, or submitting data to the URI via an
HTML form using the standard HTTP POST mechanism,
and receives the response from the URI also in HTTP. The
gateway then carries out the necessary operations or queries
with the home appliance. When the gateway has ﬁnished
talking to the appliance, the resulting data is passed back to
the browser.
Attributes for URL: Our framework allows the user (or
other gateways) to access one or more appliances through
a few gateways given as HTTP-based proxy servers. How-
ever, it is difﬁcult for the user to identify one of the most ap-
propriate appliances among them, even when the addresses
of gateways are known. Therefore, we introduce a URL-
based naming convention for specifying and controlling ap-
pliances. The convention is deﬁned within the standard
URL but the path elements of the URL form can contain
some additional information according to the BNF-like syn-
tax shown in Figure 2:
where  is an empty string and <string> corresponds to a
sequence of alphabetical characters. The ? attribute spec-
iﬁes a query expression and is a ﬁeld-value pair, where a
ﬁeld describes the property of the query (such as location, or
owner), and a value is a string or an integer. The ! attribute
speciﬁes a command, where a ﬁeld describes the property
of the command, and a value is a string or an integer.
http://some.where.com:8080/CEIL-
LIGHT/!power=ON
The above URL is a typical example of our naming conven-
tion. It invokes the gateway named as some.where.com,
which is listening on port 8080 by prior agreement. The
CEIL-LIGHT element speciﬁes an electric light controlled
under the gateway. The !power=ON element signals to the
gateway and nominates a speciﬁc function, called power
provided with the ON value by the appliance. The URL is a
request to turn on the electric light named CEIL-LIGHT.
We show another example below:
http://some.where.com/?location=
livingroom&?function=light/!power=ON
where the ?location=livingroom element speci-
ﬁes the location called livingroom in a building or
ﬂoor controlled under the gateway server. The ?func-
tion=light element speciﬁes, one of the most suitable
appliances for supporting the functionality named light
in the livingroom location.
Variables for URL: To specify such suitable appliances
dynamically, our URLs can contain the form $(vari-
able), where variable denotes a variable name whose
value is a string.
These variables can be associated with environment vari-
ables provided by the shell program or the operating system
running on application-level gateways. The notion of vari-
ables for URL-based notation is originally inspired by the
dynamic URL approach studied in [29]. whereas variables
in the dynamic URL must be always associated with envi-
ronment variables provided by the shell program or the op-
erating system running on client-side computers, our vari-
ables can be dynamically interpreted at application-level
gateways. We show an extended URL including variables
as follows:
http://some.where.com/$(LIGHT)/!power=ON
where $(LIGHT) is a variable for specifying elec-
tric lights. When the value of the LIGHT vari-
able maintained in the application-level gateway
is CEIL-LIGHT, which speciﬁes an electric light
mounted on a ceiling, the above URL is inter-
preted as http://some.where.com/CEIL-
LIGHT/!power=ON. When a new light is mounted
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<path> ::=  j <string> j <search> j <command> j <path> / <path>
<search> ::= ? <pair> j <search> & <search>
<command> ::=  j ! <pair>
<pair> ::= <ﬁled-name> = <value>
<ﬁeld-name> ::= <string>
<value> ::= <string>
Figure 2. Syntax
Home Network
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Home Network
Command Protocol Translator
Home network protocol
(Jini, UPnP, HAVi, etc.)
HTTP
HTTP Request/
HTTP Response
Web
Browser
(controller)
Home
Appliance
Internet
Application-Level Gateway
Figure 3. Structure of Gateways
in the room, the operating system may update the value of
the LIGHT environment variable so that the value refers to
one of the most suitable agents in the current environment.
Consequently, agent migration can be dynamically adapted
to the current environment.
3.4 Components
This framework consists of three elements Application-
Level Gateways, Controllers and Appliances/Services.
Since the Appliances/Services are application-speciﬁc, we
will not discuss them here. This subsection describes
Application-Level Gateways and Controllers.
3.4.1 Application-Level Gateways
An Application-Level Gateway works as a gateway between
Appliance-speciﬁc networks and the Internet, as shown in
Figure 3. The Application-Level Gateway bridges between
HTTP-based control methods explained in the previous sub-
section, and various middle-ware-appliance control meth-
ods.
Application-Level Gateways in our virtual overlay net-
work consist of four components. The ﬁrst component im-
plements home network protocols such as HAVi, Jini, or
UPnP. This component behaves as a home network device.
For example, if a component implements the Jini protocol,
it behaves as a Jini device. The second component imple-
ments the HTTP protocol. This component behaves as a
web server.
The third component implements a protocol translator.
The translator converts between the HTTP transactions de-
scribed in the previous section and a particular home net-
work protocol. For example, the HAVi translator converts
both from the HTTP protocol to the HAVi protocol, and
from the HAVi protocol to the HTTP protocol. We have
also implemented a Jini translator and a UPnP translator in
our current prototype implementation.
The last component is the registration manager. The reg-
istration manager can be accessed by the HTTP protocol
from a web browser, or by a home network protocol from
an appliances that implements the protocol. If an appliance
on a home network is to be accessed from outside the home
network, the name of that appliance should be registered on
the application-level gateway. The name can be registered
either via the HTTP protocol or a home network protocol.
After registration, a new pseudo home network device is
created in the application-level gateway. The pseudo de-
vice registers its name in a lookup service. The role of the
pseudo device is to covert control commands that are deliv-
ered on the home network to the HTTP protocol.
Next, we describe the startup procedure. When an
application-level gateway starts up, it will try to join the sur-
rounding network. Using methods provided by the middle-
ware particular to the protocols used in this network, it will
investigate what devices or services are available. In a Jini
network, for example, the gateway will use the lookup ser-
vice of Jini. The results accumulated by this probing will
be stored in a database, that lists the attributes used by the
home network protocol, and the corresponding commands
used in the HTTP-based method.
If the Application-Level Gateway receives an HTTP-
based command from the Internet, it parses the command
by referring to the database, and after determining what
command should be sent to which device, applies the nec-
essary protocol translation and sends out the correspond-
ing middle-ware-speciﬁc command. On the other hand,
pseudo-devices created on the gateway by the registra-
tion manager act like appliance-speciﬁc network devices.
Thisallows devices on the application-speciﬁc network side
to control devices on the Internet side of the gateway. In
this way, the gateway appears to devices within the home
network as if it provides the functions or services that are
actually provided by devices on the Internet side.
3.4.2 Controller
Our Application-Level Gateway provides its control inter-
face as an HTTP server, enabling any application-speciﬁc
network device to be controlled using our HTTP-based con-
trol protocol. Therefore, it is acceptable to use an existing
web browser as the controller. In recent years, web browsers
have become embedded in various devices such as PDAs,
cellular phones, and digital TV sets, not to mention PCs.
All of these devices can be used to control other devices
through the Application-Level Gateway.
When a generic browser is used as the controller as de-
scribed above, the gateway must generate a web page con-
taining command buttons, which are linked to each com-
mand the gateway will accept. On the other hand, if a con-
troller is built to generate our speciﬁc HTTP-based com-
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mands by itself, it may have certain advantages over a
generic browser, such as customizability, or adaptability to
the environment. We describe the details of such a con-
troller in the next section.
3.5 Integrating Home Networks
In this section, we describe how to connect several home
networks that provide different home network protocols by
using our virtual overlay networks. As shown in Figure 4,
we assume that there are three home networks that are con-
nected to the Internet via their respective Application-Level
Gateways. The three networks, whose gateways have URLs
http://any.where.net, http://my.home.net
and http://foo.bar.net, each use one application-
speciﬁc protocol, respectively UPnP, HAVi, and Jini.
As an example, let us assume that we would like to con-
trol a VCR device on the HAVi network from a PDA con-
necting to the UPnP network. In the HAVi network, the
VCR device is registered as “VCR”, and its application-
level gateway (HAVi ApGW) is registered as “apgw” in the
HAVi lookup service. In the UPnP network, the PDA de-
vice is registered as “PDA”, and its application-level gate-
way (UPnP ApGW) is registered as “apgw” in the UPnP
lookup service.
First, we must register the HAVi VCR device in the
UPnP network in order to control the HAVi VCR de-
vice from the UPnP PDA device. From the PDA, the
user registers the HAVi VCR device in UPnP ApGW as
“http://my.home.net/VCR” from the web browser on the
PDA device. This uses “register” command, like this:
http://any.where.net/!register
=’’http://my.home.net/VCR’’
If the UPnP ApGW receives a registration request, and then
it sends a query to the HAVi ApGW using the HTTP-based
protocol, to request information about the “VCR” device.
The HAVi ApGW returns information about the “VCR” in-
dicated by the URL. On the UPnP ApGW, a pseudo UPnP
device of the “VCR” is created, using information that re-
turn from HAVi ApGW. The pseudo device joins the UPnP
community with the name “VCR”. When the PDA device
wishes to control the HAVi VCR device, the PDA device
tries to ﬁnd the VCR device via the UPnP service discov-
ery mechanism. The service discovery mechanism returns
a reference to the pseudo device that is created on the UPnP
ApGW. Then, a control command is delivered to the pseudo
device via the UPnP protocol. The pseudo device converts
the UPnP request to the HTTP protocol, and forwards the
request to HAVi ApGW according to the host name part
of “http://my.home.net/VCR/”. The HAVi ApGW receives
the HTTP request, and ﬁnds the VCR device with the name
“VCR” that is speciﬁed in the ﬁle name part of the URL,
via the HAVi lookup service. Finally, the command is con-
verted to a HAVi command, and is delivered to the target
VCR device.
3.6 Prototype Implementations of Gateways
In the current implementation of the Virtual Overlay Net-
work framework, each application-level gateway is imple-
mented as a Java application running as a stand-alone pro-
cess and offers HTTP-based interfaces to home appliances
and service discovery systems for managing appliances. It
has a simple repository database for interpreting attributes
including its receiving URLs. Furthermore, it can handle
unknown attributes by cooperating with its underlying ser-
vice discovery systems such as Jini and UPnP.
4 Discussion
In this section, we describe extensions to the controller
that enable it to send additional information, such as user
preferences, personal identiﬁcation, and environment infor-
mation, along with the commands it sends to a gateway.
A controller that can generate HTTP-based control com-
mands by itself can be used to send various bits of informa-
tion to the gateway, thereby improving cooperation between
the controller and the gateway. Examples of such informa-
tion include user customization settings, and environment
variables.
We assume that the controller is an extended web
browser that can generate commands such as those pro-
posed in this paper. An extended browser can send envi-
ronment variables to a gateway, by embedding them into
the HTTP-based commands it sends. An HTTP-based com-
mand before environment variables are embedded will look
like this:
http://%(HOME)/?owner=%(USER)&?location=
%(LOC)&?function=tv/!power=on
This command means to power on a TV set where owner is
“USER” and its location is “LOC” at “HOME”.
Let us assume environment information the controller
has about itself and the user is like this.
USER = foo
HOME = http://my.home.net/
LOC = living-room
The controller treats the ”%(” as the beginning of an envi-
ronment variable. The string enclosed between ”%(” and
”)” is the name of the environment variable.The ”%( )” part
will be replaced with the value of the corresponding envi-
ronment variable. The command sent in this case will be as
follows.
http://my.home.net/?owner=foo&location
=living-room&function=tv/!power=on
The environmental information the controller posseses
will be updated according to the controller’s location, the
user currently using the controller, and other environmental
parameters. Even if someone pushes the same buttons on
the same controller, the emitted command may be different,
depending on the circumstances in which the buttons were
pressed. Other examples of environmental information that
may be used to inﬂuence the control of home appliances,
may be weather information, emotions of the user, and so
on. The relationship between this user-agent functional-
ity of the controller, and the proposed application control
framework, is the subject of further study.
5 Related Work
Although most of the standards are based on the object
model, there are many differences between each of the stan-
dards.
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Figure 4. Connecting Home Networks
Jini[30] is a Java-based infrastructure for coordinating
remote services and appliances. The Jini system provides
mechanisms for service construction, lookup, and commu-
nication in a distributed system. However, Jini is heavily
dependent on the Java language, whose runtime system re-
quires a large amount of computational resouces, and such
resources are usually very limited in a home appliance.
UPnP (Universal Plug and Play)[28] is an architecture
for providing peer-to-peer network connectivity between
PCs and appliances, UPnP allows a device to dynamically
join a network, allocate itself an IP address, announce its
presence and its capabilities upon request. UPnP is based
on TCP/IP and web technologies to enable seamless prox-
imity networking in addition to control and data transfer
among networked devices in the home and ofﬁce. How-
ever, UPnP is intended to proﬁle features and capabilities of
each appliance in XML ﬁles. Although XML-based proﬁles
allow complex, powerful description of appliance capabil-
ity as opposed to Jini’s simple service attribute, it is difﬁcult
for home appliances to interpret XML-ﬁles.
HAVi (Home Audio Video Interoperability)[12, 17] pro-
vides a home networking standard for connecting digital
audio and video consumer devices seamlessly. HAVi also
provides a Java API for controlling A/V appliances, which
enables control of appliances from within their programs.
HAVi assumes that each appliance has an IEEE 1394 net-
work interface, that has enough bandwidth to transmit mul-
tiple digital audio and video streams simultaneously. How-
ever, this requirement prevents HAVi from being widely
used in various types of appliances.
It is expected that in the future home appliances will sup-
port different standards depending on their manufacturers’
policies. However, these standards do not support connec-
tion of multiple home networks. Our virtual overlay net-
work allows all home appliances to be connected and to
control one another.
OSGi (The Open Services Gateway speciﬁcation)[9] is
a Java-based application layer framework that gives ser-
vice providers, network operators, device makers, and ap-
pliance manufacturers vendor-neutral application and de-
vice layer APIs and functions. This strategy enables vir-
tually all emerging home networking platforms, protocols
and services to seamlessly inter-operate with back-end ser-
vices, using existing residential telephone lines, cable TV,
or electrical wiring. The technology needs to be platform-
independent so that it can be implemented on a variety of
computing environments, communications environments,
consumer electronics and household products and plat-
forms. Because the Open Services Gateway speciﬁcation
focuses exclusively on providing an open application layer
and gateway interface for Services Gateways, it comple-
ments and enhances virtually all current residential net-
working standards and initiatives. Some of these include
JINI, Bluetooth, CAL, CEBus, HAVi, Home API, Home-
PNA, HomePnP, HomeRF, and VESA.
The Open Services Gateway speciﬁcation also preserves
consumer investments in future smart home devices. For ex-
ample, today, when a consumer switches from one home se-
curity provider to another, the entire internal network has to
be replaced. By choosing devices compatible with the Open
Services Gateway speciﬁcation, consumers can switch be-
tween various vendor offerings, without having to replace
virtually any of the networking infrastructure.
The advantage of OSGi is that it provides a framework
for building extensible home gateways. This standard may
be adopted to implement extensible application-level gate-
ways.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a virtual overlay net-
work that integrates networked home appliances. The vir-
tual overlay network determines the routes for delivery of
messages and converts protocols and messages according
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to the characteristics of network and appliance. The virtual
overlay network is very useful in implementing Internet-
scale ubiquitous computing. We have described several
scenarios to show the effectiveness of the proposed virtual
overlay network, and have presented the current prototype
system.
The thrust of our research is that the IP layer should
provide functionalities that are necessary for building vir-
tual overlay networks customized for respective applica-
tions that require complex communication. Most of the
functionalities should be implemented on the top of the IP
layer, and should be customized for respective applications.
Therefore, supporting functionalities in the IP layer should
be minimized, and providing some advanced functionalities
in the IP layer in a generic way should be avoided because
the functionalities implemented in the IP layer may be too
generic and provide insufﬁcient power for building realistic
advanced applications.
From now on, we intend to work on several issues in or-
der to extend the current prototype system. The ﬁrst issue
is building a more practical system integrating HAVi ap-
pliances, Jini appliances, and other appliances that support
other protocols. Also, we would like to support conversion
of streaming media depending on the characteristics of each
appliance[2, 1]. Another aim of this work is to compose
several home appliances on the Internet. The second issue
is how to build a virtual overlay network customized for
respective applications in an automatic way because there
are expected to be numerous applications in future and it
is not realistic to build a different virtual overlay network
for each new application that appears in the future. Finally,
the URL-based description of the current system is not yet
satisfactory. We plan to design a more elegant and ﬂexible
description incorporating interfaces.
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